Weekly Construction Blast
Dec. 9-13, 2013

MUR Construction Activities:
• Install speaker cluster windows
• Plaster patch west wall
• Install framing for floor duct in Theater
• Install H-1 wall acoustical panels
• Remove sidewalk at bus stop canopy
• Waterproof slab and southwest corner
• Grind Terrazzo in Stiftskeller and lower level
• Install Studio Room pipe grid
• Prep for second floor ceiling partitions
• Complete Theater ceiling polymer system

Looking Ahead:
• Week of Dec. 16
  • Apply polymer system on Theater walls, above scaffolding
  • Cut louver hole in lower level, below theater
  • Begin installation of light coves
  • Install light fixtures in Games Room
  • Install ceiling grid in Stiftskiller
• Week of Dec. 23
  • Install handrail above main entrance vestibule
  • Install fan coil unit in sound room
  • Install clay tile at roof
  • Install the fall protection on room
  • Install lower level floor
  • Begin installing casework on first floor

Site Logistics/Key Closures:
• The Madison Metro route 80 has returned to Langdon Street, with a stop in front of Memorial Union.

Neighboring Construction Projects:
• Langdon and Park Streets are now both reopened to two-way traffic.

Student Involvement:
• Design Committee, a student majority group which makes design recommendations to Union Council, is now in session.

Terrazzo Grinding
Terrazzo floor installation is very similar to the process of pouring and finishing concrete. The main difference however is that the final Terrazzo finish shows a lot of the internal aggregate, meaning the top layer of Terrazzo must be removed. This is accomplished with a large grind machine, as shown on the next page.
Construction Photos
of the Week

Johnson Terrazzo employees at work with the grinding machine (left) and the final finish beginning to show (above)

For more information on the project, head to unionreinvestment.wisc.edu.